
 

 
NTT LTD. STRENGTHENS ITS PARTNERSHIP WITH MEGAPORT TO SUPPORT  

HYBRID AND MULTI-CLOUD STRATEGIES IN HONG KONG 
Comprehensive cloud connect solution helps enterprises enhance resilience  

to get digital ready for the ‘new normal’ 

 
Hong Kong – 31 August 2020 – NTT Ltd., a world-leading global technology services provider, today 
announced its expanded partnership with Megaport, a global leading Network as a Service (NaaS) provider, 
with the deployment of a Megaport Point of Presence (PoP) at its Tai Po Data Center in Hong Kong, to 
further support hybrid and multi-cloud strategies for enterprises. 
 
Hybrid and multi-cloud deployment are predicted to dominate the market as cloud will continue to be the 
platform for emerging technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain and Internet-of-Things 
(IoT). Moreover, the COVID-19 pandemic has largely facilitated the demand for remote working and 
enterprises’ dependence on cloud. Thus, robust connectivity to multiple cloud service providers plays a 
critical role in application performance, security and user experience.  
 

The new Megaport PoP at NTT Ltd.’s Tai Po Data Center is an expansion from the existing PoP at the 

company’s Financial Data Center in Hong Kong. Through this expanded partnership, NTT Ltd.’s data center 

clients in the region can establish direct, scalable, and secure connections to multiple Cloud Service 

Providers (CSPs) including Alibaba Cloud, Amazon Web Service (AWS), Google Cloud Platform, IBM 

Cloud, Microsoft Azure, Oracle Cloud, Nutanix Xi Cloud, Salesforce and SAP, via a single port that supports 

multiple virtual connections, allowing businesses to rapidly and flexibly connect to their choice of cloud and 

can simplify the building of hybrid and multi-cloud infrastructure. Clients who use both Financial Data Center 

and Tai Po Data Center can also enjoy enhanced resiliency through a dual PoPs solution. 
 
“Our deepened partnership with Megaport is a result of rising demand of more secure, reliable and agile 
hybrid cloud solutions within our data centre networks in Hong Kong. With Megaport’s strong portfolio of 
Cloud Service Providers, the deployment of an additional PoP at our Tai Po Data Center is an important 
milestone for us to deliver unparalleled end-to-end solutions that help enterprises navigate digital 
transformation through unprecedented uncertainty,” said Steven So, EVP, Group ICTI, Data Center 
Services, APAC, NTT Ltd. 
 
NTT Ltd.'s Global Data Centers division operates a data center platform spanning 20+ countries and 
regions with over 500,000 square metres of colocation space across more than 160 data centers, each 
holding industry-leading design and operational credentials. In addition to USA, the UK and Germany, NTT 
Ltd. provides cloud connect service in partnership with Megaport across Asia Pacific, including Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand. The extended collaboration will further address market demands and 
explore potential overseas business opportunities, while leveraging NTT Ltd.’s strength and capabilities. 
 
For more details, please visit https://connect.hello.global.ntt/HK_DC_Cloud_Connect To learn more about 
Tai Po Data Center , please visit https://datacenter.hello.global.ntt/location/hong-kong/tai-po-data-center. 
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About NTT Ltd. 

NTT Ltd. is a leading, global technology services company. Working with organizations around the world, 
we achieve business outcomes through intelligent technology solutions. For us, intelligent means data 
driven, connected, digital and secure. Our global assets and integrated ICT stack capabilities provide 
unique offerings in cloud-enabling networking, hybrid cloud, data centers, digital transformation, client 
experience, workplace and cybersecurity. As a global ICT provider, we employ more than 40,000 people 
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in a diverse and dynamic workplace that spans 57 countries, trading in 73 countries and delivering 
services in over 200 countries and regions. Together we enable the connected future.  

Visit us at hello.global.ntt 
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